
 

 
 

 

Educating through Exchanges 

Over the past six months Acer UK and Acer South Africa have been working with two football clubs; QPR in 

London and the Orlando Pirates in Johannesburg and Microsoft on an exciting community outreach 

programme to foster global collaboration and education. As part of the programme Acer has donated 

computer equipment, provided free Windows software licenses and sponsored a two-way, week-long 

exchange programme.  

All children in local communities surrounding to two stadiums have the opportunity to attend purpose-built 

study centres for educational support and use of Acer/ Microsoft IT equipment and get learning support 

from the community manager. The outreach programme has seen remarkable results and improvements in 

both Maths and English, especially for the students attending secondary school close to the QPR stadium in 

west London. 

Earlier this year, both clubs launched an essay writing competitions for local school children explaining their 

interpretation of the question ‘Why do football clubs matter to the community? To win a trip to either 

London or Johannesburg., QPR recently took two lucky winners, Connor Bagenal and Darcey Richardson to 

South Africa for a week of adventure and opportunities.  

QPR, Acer and Microsoft teams made a visit to the winners’ school assemblies to make the announcement 

and present them with an Acer Cloudbook laptop and QPR goodie bag!   

Darcey said, “Every detail of this life changing trip amazes me and I continually wish to find out more. I am 

equally excited about the educational parts of this trip too, as I feel it will impact my life back in the UK 

hugely and different cultures, experiences and opportunities fascinate me.” 

Linda Hassall, head of marketing, Acer UK said, “At the beginning of the year we hosted the winning children 

from South Africa at the BETT education show before they visited the school close to the QPR to explain 

what the trip meant to them. Acer UK and SA are pleased to have worked in collaboration with both clubs 

and Microsoft to sponsor life changing events for the four children involved.” 

Matt Cocks, OEM EMEA director from Microsoft explains how the programme first came about “Acer has 

been supporting community education o at the Orlando Pirates since it was set up just over two years ago. 

During a visit to South Africa last year I had the beginnings of an idea to link up the excellent community 

work done by both QPR and the Pirates and develop an exchange programme giving young people from the 

local community a once in a lifetime trip.” 

 


